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Fifth generation student carries on tradition
By JOHN W. MAYS
GoatdUo Special WHter
There is something special
about Julie Wellbaum, and that
something is her family and t,"ie
mutual support of its members.
Father Jack, mother Dolores
and sinter Debbie, like Julie, are
all students of the fine arts and/or
education.
JULIE, a graduate of Northmont High, Clayton, Ohio, is a
versatile ^oung woman. Singer,
artist, teacher make up the list of
her accomplishments and life
goals. "Marriage and children
are also in the future, but not for
the present," said Julie.
A fine arts major at Wright
State since 1976, Julie has now
decided to pursue a teaching
certificate. She said, "That's
going to require a couple eitra
quarters here at school."

"I'm at present in extemship in
the Dayton school system, and !
love it." said Julie, "and the
experience I'tn getting will be
very helpful in my work and
raising a family as well.
"THIS. ADDED to the travel
my family has been involved in. is
providing a well-rounded background for teaching."
How did this all start? "With
my family." was the quick reply.
"My father, Jack, is a Commercial Arts instructor at Montgomery County Joint Vocatior.al
School. My mother teaches in
elementary education, and my
sister teaches art arid crafts."
This reporter is a member ol
the same faculty as Jack Wellbaum, and it appears both he and
Julie arc cut from the same mold
of dedication.

father in 19S5. It was his idea for
her to go fo Wright State, even
though she had been out of school
thirteen years." said Julie, "but
Debbie and I supported tbis too."
Dolores. Julie's mother, said.
"I wasn't sure; but with everyone's encouragement. I started
out with all the 18-year olds. and.
thank goodness, a woman two
years older than 1.1 only took two
courses fust term, but from then
on it was a full schedule.
"Mom really set an example
for me to follow." said Julie, "as
a teacher in the Northmont School
System."
MRS. WELLBAUM graduated
in 1971 with an elementary
education degree, and has taught
s'nee that time.
"If I never taught a day in my
life, 1 would still believe that my
experiences at Wright State were
worth while. I am more impressed

with the school every day,"
Dolores said.
"My degree would never nave
been possible if it wasn't for
Wright State's acceptance of
older students, and my very
special family, they deserve all
the credit." she said.

of "where do you go from here,"
was: "Doug Chambers, my fiance, and 1 are to be married in
August of this year. I have dated
him for six years, and we both
feel that we are well suited for
each other."

"I HAVE everything going
, n d ,t the
for me. with the model my mother musical
and father have set." said Julie.
"My sister Debbie is an
additional motivating force." said
Julie. "She also attended Wright
Julie said.
State, and now teaches arts and
Julie has traveled with her
crafts and nioneer life study at
parents extensively during her
Camp Ohio, a 4-h camp.
"Debbie's husband. David, is lifetime, and she said: "The
working on a Masters in Educa- many cultures and arts I have
tion at Ohio State." said Julie, seen are stored away in memory,
"and is director of the 4-H never to be forgotten. These,
along with the education I am
Camp."
getting. I consider assets to my
JUUE'S answer to the question future teaching career."
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Murray reports nursing resignations continue
By KEVIN THORNTON
Assistant to the Editor
As the faculty ad hoc committee formed to investigate the
new nursing program is in its
early stages, developments continue in the nursing controversy.
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs John Murray reported
that he !?ad received another
resignation from the nursing
faculty. This brings the total
resignation count lo 22 since the

controversy tookeffect in January.
"MOST OF the resignations
are definite now." Murray said.
"After looking through my
records, 1 found that some of
those resigning were on continued employment. This means
that their contracts were only for
a specified amount of time.
"We are in the process of
seeking replacements for these
resignations. This is a lot of
people to replace, but we've done
it before.

"Actually there is a large
turnover in the nursing school. I
beleive we had to find 11
replacements last year."
VICE-PRESIDENT for the
faculty James Saver also announced the name of the seventh
member of the faculty ad hoc
committee.
The member, Marvin Seiger,
professor of Biology volunteered
for the position. Saver said Seiger
"volunteered out of the blue."
and "he is an objective person not

involved with either side of the
issue."
The ad hoc committee will meet
Thursday for their fust organizational meeting. At this meeting
the members will be briefed by
Sayer.
THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES,
according to Sayer. are Swo-fold.
"First they are supposed to work
the controversy out with both
President Kegcrreis and the
School of Nursing." Sayer said.
"I really think it's past that stage.

so they probably won't put too
much emphasis on this.
"Their second responsibility is
to investigate the issue and
present their findings to the
faculty in May. That leaves two
months for a heil of a lot of
work."
The proposal from the faculty
that formed the ad hoc committee
also included a motion to suspend
action on the new program while
(See 'CONFRONTATION' page t,

Students survey will determine decision on B-C parking
By MIKE MB LER
Guardian Staff Wrfter
The issue on whether B and C
deed parkitig zones will be
combined is going 10 be decided
by the students, faculty and f.kii
through a survey which has bet.<
designed by the Parking Services
Committee
The Committee reviewed their
assigned subcommittee's suggestions Monday, for an opinion poll
based on whether the combtna,-iot, of the two zones is favorable,
ChaK-man Lorna Dawes said.
A MEMBER OF the subcommittee, Ombudsman Chipp Swindle!. seid the survey w'" be
revised and Chen passed OH to
Dawes, who in turn will submit it
to th»s Vice-President for Administration, Oewge Kirk, for approval.
Dawes said the survey was

expected to be completed today,
DAWES SAID TV!AT students
aster Tom Clark. Parking Services will be allotted one week to return
Committee unclassified staff the survey.
ntvrabe.-. and heading the subIn other matters, the Commitcommittee. makes sure the word- tee proposed that wheel-lock
ing of the survey is non-preju- devices
used on
vehicles,
dicial.
rather than having parking violators towed away.
"We want to pet the survey out
They proposed that wheel-lock
as soon as possible." Dawes
devices by used in cases involnoted, "because we want to get
ving: (I) Two or more unresolved
the results back by mid-March, so
citations, (2) The use of a stolen
we can recommend the proposal
decal on a car. and (3) The illegal
this year."
reproduction or alteration of
SAID THE surveys will be Wright State University decals.
placed in student mailboxes and
HOWEVER, THE impounding
mailed to faculty and staff.
The survey will consist of three of vehicles will b : continued in
the
following situations: (1) Unsimple quesitons: Would yoc like
to have B and C dec el parking authorized vehicles in " A " zones.
zones combined? Would you like (2) Unauthorized vehicles in " H "
B and C decal zones to remain zones, and (3) Vehicles creating
a traffic hazard or impeding the
separated? No opinion?
There will also be space orderly flow of traffic.
Dawes said the wheel-lock
provided at the bottom for any
devices are preferable, because
additional comments.

they reduce the chances that the
violator's car will be harmed.
However, she noted. "If someone tries desperately to move
their care while a wheel-lock
device it attached, it is liable to

cause extensive damage to the
vehicle.
THEREFORE.PARKING Services will leave a note on the
(See 'SIMS' page 2)

Thursday
Weather

Cloudy today, with a chance of snow highs in the 30's. Low
tonight in the teens. Friday, cloudy with a chance of snow, high in
the upper 20's.

Student checks
Student checks will be issued Friday. Feb. 29. morning from the
old Parking Services location instead of the usual Payroll window
from 8:30 to 12 noon.
After noon, the rhecks will be issued from the window as usual.
The change is to alleviate lines due to the faculty and student
paydates falling on the same date.
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Marijuana deal goes to pot
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CLEVELAND UP! - Seven men
have been charged with extortion
in connection with a 500-pound
marijuana deal that went sour
after the purchase money—
$25.000—was stolen.
Willie Hale. 30. Spencer, Tenn.
his brother-in-law. Winfred Hale.
33. Sparta, Tenn.. Michael Kane.
24. Cleveland. Rooert Slusser. 25.
Euclide. James R. Horvatic. 30.
Eastlake. Daniel E. Gifford, 29,
Willougby and Wayne Prinkey.
27. Ashtabula, wert charged
Tuesday and released on $10,000
bond each.
THE HALES SAW) they were
the victims, but some of the other
men told FBI agents the Hales
were participants in the scheme
to gel money from the Hale
family.
The FBI said the Hales received a telephone call from
Cleveland several days ago from a

MY Hos&.

man calling himself Jim McMillan. who told them he had the
mariju.ina to sell.
The Hales then flew to Cleveland to purchase the marijuana,
according to FBI affidavit, which
said the Hales met with three
area men and agreed to buy the
marijuana from McMillan for
$25,000.
AGENTS WERE TOLD that
four of the men met McMillan at
the Holiday Inn—Wickliffe. that
McMillan took their money to
another room to count it and
disappeared without delivering
the marijuana. His whereabouts
and identity still are unknown.
Willie Hale's mother. Myrtle,
Spencer, Tenn., contacted the
FBI in Chattar.ooga. Tenn., last
Friday and said she had received
a telephone call informing her
that the two Hale men would be
killed if $50,000 was not delivered

to Cleveland Hopkins International Airport by 4 p.m. that day.
Later. Willie Hale called her
and said he was a hostage of 10
armed men who demanded
$50,000. she told the FBI, which
said in later conversations the
demand was reduced to $25,000
MRS. HALE supplied the FBI
with two Cleveland telephone
numbers that could be called
when the money arrived in
Cleveland and agents traced them
to the K 4 G Garage on
Cleveland's East Side.
'
During the FBI's surveillance
of the garage last Saturday, a car
containing Willie H«!e and two
other men left the building.
Agents stopped the vehicle.
Hale told them the group was
on its way to Nashville, Tenn., to
meet one of Hale's relatives who
had the $25,000.

Sims says K-lot will remain free service
liOfili.iued from page / |
violator's windshield to inform
him that a wheel-lock device has
been applied to his vehicle.
Dawes isdded that the devices
arc also favorable because "thev
force the violator to pay his fine
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K-lot services as thev had pre

CAR! SIMS, director of Security and Parking Services, said. "I
can almost guarantee that there
will not be a charge for K-lot
service next Fall. However, in
looking al the budget, there may
come a time when a K-lot service
charge will become mandators."
The shuttle bus service is the
most expensive facet of current
K-lot concerns, costing $49,693.
Other current costs include;
lighting $8,500; snow removal
$2,500: and utilities - $200
PROJECTED COSTS involve;
Asphalt sealant - $22,000; K-lot
bus shelter - 120,000; the striping
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so these particular students
would only have to pay for
part-time decals. We issue them a
form which is used to confirm
'hey qualify for this service."
Dawes said that the procedure
is noi known, because it hasn't
been publicized enough.
The Committee recently received a complaint from an A
decal holder claiming that her A
space was frequently being used
by unauthorized vehicles. The
Committee told her that she was
allowed to park in any B, C. or
meter space, as well as the
visitor s lot. if she found someone
parking in her space again.
THE COMMITTEE said if any
A decal holder discovered mother
car in his space, he should report
it to someone on the Committee.
Members of the Committee
include: Lorna Dawes - Chairer.
Officc of University and Community Events Director; Dr.
Charles Carraher - faculty member. Department of ChemistryChairman; Mr. Thomas Clark unclassified staff member. Coordinator of University and Student Programming: Dr. Thomas
von der Embse - faculty member.
Professor of Medicine in Society
and School of Medicine and
Professor and Chairman of Management; Mr. Carl Sims - ex-officio, director of Security and
Parking Services; Ms. Eileen
Scstitio - classified staff member.
English Department Secretary;
and students Jim Burke. James
St. Peter, and Rock Hudson.

Faculty and Staff
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of parking space lines - $1,000;
and utilities - $200.
This is a total of $104,093 in
parking expenses.
With the costs this high, the
Committee is still looking into the
possibility of expanding the parking lots.
HOWEVER.SIMS SAID. This
is not a very practical idea The
chances are not very realistic of
having any parking area expanded."
The Committee also discussed
a proposal presented by Chreighion Phelps, chairer of Student
Affairs, asking that a University
wide procedure be set up for all
students ««ho are registered in
programs thai require extensive
oil-campus activity. allowing
them to purchase part time Cecals
rather lhan full-time.
Subsequently. Sim noted thai
the University already practices
this procedure.
"THIS SERVICE is available
for second and ihird vear nurses
and medical students," Sims
slated. "The program was set up

Excellent alternative to the TSA
Setter Tax Breaks and the
potential of significant current
Tax Sheltered income. Details by
«ppt. call 879-3957
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Apes language capacity undeterminable
HOUSTON IIPI - If all the
scholars debating the ability ol
apes to acquire language were
given typewriters and locked in a
room, they likely would author no
statements upon which they could
agree
It is more likely that, amid
swirls of pipe smoke and witty
abuse, each would endeavor to
make a monkey of the other.
PSYCHOLOGISTS argued the

question to the bitter, inconclusive end at a recent University of
Houston forum that pitted East

against West. New York against
Oklahoma.
A word of background: Roger
Fouts. professor of psychology at
the University of Oklahoma, cut
his undergraduate teeth alongside Beatrice and R. Allen
Gardener, a poineering couple
who taught sign language to a
now famous female chimp named
Washoe and who claim apes can
create orderly sentences.
Fouts agrees and his research
has evolved into his position as
directory of OU's Institute of

Primate Studies.
HERB TERRACE, professor of
psychology at Columbia University. disagrees. He spent 44
months trying to prove chimps,
one named Nim Chimsky in
particular, can learn essential
sentence-constructing skills. His
final determination was they can
do a clever fake of sentence building.
"The issue of an ape learning
language to me," Terrace said of
the debate, "...(is) whether they
can learn grammar. By that 1

Poor construction
in tunnels causes leaks
By CHRISTIAN H. KELLER
Guardian Special Writer
Leaking tunnels are due to poor
construction, said Bob Francis,
executive director of Campus
Planning and Operations.
According to Francis, the leaks
in the tunnels go back to the
original construction in l%5.
FRANCIS STATED.
When
building an underground facility,
you put drain tile down at the
footer and fill it with gravel 'to
allow ihc water to run off. Francis

hydrostatic pressure (water that
has no where to go) migrates to
other weak spots causing sub
sequent leaks."
Some of the subsequent leaks
are warrcnted by H.J. Becker
Co., the others must be repaired,
according to Maintenance Director R Brown, by the school.
The tunnels are continually
undergoing repairs to provide
what Francis terms "a clean and
safe environment for faculty, staff
and students."

said this was not done when the
tunnels were built at WSU.
Two years ago the leaks were
so severe the school contracted
the H.J. Becker Co. of Beaver
creek to fix a specific number of
cracks for $125,000. he said.
According to Francis, the repairs involved chipping out the
cracks and filling them with a
substance called vandex-this substance expands when wet and
seals the leaks.
BUT. SAID Francis, "The

don't mcand good style, not
something that's grammatically
correct or incorrect, but just mix
up words and create new meanings.
"For example, the distinction
between 'Bill hits John' and
'John hits Bill.' There's no
question they can learn individual
sign language words . But then 1
looked at videotapes and saw that
what Nim was signing was cued
by the teacher to a large extent.
"THF, TEST IS whether somebody can snow me aata mat is
cont rary."
Fouts savs the data is there for
the beholding and faults Terrace
for both his conclusions and his
methods while working with Nim.
"What Terrace did was to train
Nim by putting in three to five
hours per day in a training foom,
and he taught him using imitation
with the t>0 different teachers he
had. that's or.c method." Fouts
said.
"IN THAT situation, you don't
start sentences. The teachers
are in control. What Terrace

UCB

found in videotapes was that Nim
imitated the teachers and also
didn't initiate any conversations.
Nim initiated what Terrace taught
him to do.
"The Gardeners said 'children
learn, they actively seek information.' Their logic was wher
children learn a language they
talk to people who are their good
friends and when they learn you
don't have oarents sittine down
3-5 hours per day. They just learn
by being in a family, immersed.
"Washoe was immersed in a
non-biological family and in that
environment she leurned. So we
got different results.
"WHAT TERRACE has done
would be comparable to me
saving no human will go to the
moon because I tried it in my lab
last week and failed and I used a
teeter-totter and NASA uses a
missile."
So Terrace disagrees with
Fouts' conclusions and Fouts
disagrees with Terrace's methods
and Terrace, in turn, disagrees
with Fonts' criticism.

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.
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Nursing committee
The recently formed faculty committee to investigate the nursing
squabble snould oe regarded as an honest attempt by the Wnght
State faculty to do just what it is charged with gather information
The committee should not be seen a, a. attempt to either nstify
or indict either of the two parties involved in the nursing
school
n
controversy.
This dispute began wher WSU President Robert Kegerreis
announced the formation of a new 7 pl,„ 2 Nursing program to
be formed under the Medical Schools Health Affairs Diviston
earlier this year The committee is charged to work with both
Kegerreis and the nursing school.
The information the committee gathers is to be presenied to the
genera! faculty no later than the Spring Faculty Meeting
If at that time, the committee delivers information that shows
either side faded to work with the faculty , there will be even more
justification Jor the faculty to believe the worst.
Without accurate, complete information the ,acuity can only
relieve that the party witholdmg the in formation is seeking to hide
something.
Both sides have said that allof their dealings have been open and
above board let this be reflected in their cooperation with the
committee

SAGA prices
SAGA

P r , c e '"'Teases on 18 items served to the University
community have been approved, and we on the campus can eipect
that prices won't be going up for the rest of this year.
But. can we eipect that quality will also not be going ap->

Survey timing
could be better
Surel)i Hamilton Hall life cannot be :o bad that only .16.3 percent
of those s'udents currently livin/c in the campus dorm want to return
to its familiar k*lh
But. that was the result of a survey conducted by the Residence
Lije Advisory Committee recently Of the 314 surveys passed out to
dorm student only 163 were returned. yeilding the 36.3 percent
figure. And the committee is concerned about the sort of turnout.
Especially when there was such rabid response to the suggestion
in previous years i ha; 40 percent of the dorm students he thrown out
cf the dorm to make way for the incoming freshmen. Those students
throw n nut of Han.ilton Hull at the end of last year were given the
option of living in the University apartments beginning this fall | of
course not all started out tker, beginning this lull-some only began
their tenure there this i]uarter\
The residence l ife Advisory Commir.ee shi uld simply keep in
mind that the undent response last year to the possibility of losing
their dorm rooms in favor of University apartments came at the
time when stwlems have time tc worry about something other than
their finals.
In other words, if the Committee were to run the survey at the
beginning instead of the end of a quarter, they would find that the
response would protaily be much greater The statistics would
therefore he much more reliable and would be a better guide l,.r
/tie Con; mil lee.
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Draft causes questioning of government
B» FRITZ KNESE
Guardian Guest Columnist
We. the American people, arc being suckcred
again! The U.S. government is playing us for
dupes.
Over the past few years, the power of the
government has been threatened. The draft
started people questioning just what right the
government had over individuals in this country.
People were beginning to question the integrity
of those who rule our country. Some were
wondering just what happened to their tax
dollars after they had beer stolen from them.
THE PEOPLE were beginning to sec h.'w
government was encroaching into most facets of
their lives, and the freedoms they once had were
dying at an ever-increasing rate.
The go> ernment needed some way to get the
people back in line. In the past, appeals to
patriotism had he!d people in check, but those
were not working so well with people who felt
the whole system was corrupt and felt no
obligation to support such a system
Fear was another tried and true method, so
the government spoke of Russian military
pre-eminvnee and how they would start WW III
if we did not keep pace militarily. But many
were not impressed by this argument, either
They had men tola tor years now our nucieat
arsenal could more than destroy the whole
world. Why kill it twice?
SO HOW could the government get the
people believing instead of thinking again? This
was a quandary for them until the situation in
Iran developed.
A pun) li'tk nation was thumbing 'ts nose at
us. Iran was making us pay more for gas!
"Why. wc ought to take over that country and
show them who is boss!" This attitude was
pro alent and just what the government wanted.
I he hostages held meant little or nothing to
those in power except as a means of enhancing
ihc government's position. But they were
extreme!' valuable lor that!

Express Yourself!

However, some people were still thinking
Was the higher price for gas or even the lives of
SO volunteers worth w ar? Even if war came, a
'title country like Iran should constitute no
problem for us. We surely do not need more
military might to deal with Iran!
THEN THE U.5.S.R. invaded Afghanistan.
Now we must have military might to meet this
Soviet aggression, the government said. W r
must have a draft to get people who arc too
smart to join. We need more money for neutron
bombs, tanks, warships, MX missiles, etc.
We can't change leaders during a crisis. Keep
Carter as president. How can you complain
about domestic problems with such terrible
things happening abroad?
This is about the situation we are in today. I
believe that both the U.S. government am! the
Soviet government want limited war or at least
the threat of it because each is having troubles
at home. troubles they believe can be alleviated
by keeping their people in an emotional fervor to
keep them from thinking
THOSE WHO do think will be ostracized from
society instead of appreciated. A quiet voice
saying "peace" is easily shouted down by an
emotion-laden mob whose actions are easily
predicted by those in power.
The most horrible aspect of all this is that it
will probably work for a while. We will tighten
our belts and pay our taxes. Our youth w ill go off
to war or at least to military service. Our
freedoms will continue to fly out the window,
and most people will not miss them.
Bui someday someone will go one step too far,
and then both the United States and the Soviet
Union will be radioactive wastelands. 1 just hope
that there is enough left of the world for
mankind lo survive.
II- WE survive. I hope we learn that whenever
you centralize power into the hands of a few,
those few vvil! be corrupted by that power. We
should also learn that conflict!, of various kinds
may be unavoidable, but in the long run.
nothing is worth killing for.

Send a letter
to the Editor
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A little Star Wars a little Alien produces Saturn 3
By C.E. STEVENS
Guardian Entertainment Writer
Not only is something wrong on
Saturn 3. but somethings are also
very familiar.
From its opening sequence (a
large space craft overwhelms us
Hv filling the screen as it cruises
by as in Star Wars] to its
"Alien's" mindless pursuit of
violence (Alien], Saturn resembles some of its more recent
science fiction predecessors.
STILL' SATURN couldn't have
chosen two more entertaining
films to emulate, and what results
is a fairly good, if slightly flawed,
adventure film.
A fast pace, some interesting
set designs and personable stars
help elevate the film abov? its
stale plot and manage to give the
viewer a few chills ilong the way.
The story's story concerns two
research scientists (Farrah Fawcett. Kirk Douglcss) involved with
food experiments on Saturn's
third salellite.

craft and some set arrangements,
range in quality from fair to good.
The creation of Hector himself,
while interesting, is not as
frightening as intended, however.
Unfortunately, he seems mostly a
mechanical rehash of the slow
and bulky Mary Shelly creation,
Frankenstein's monster.

APPARENTLY dissatisfied
Since the mechanical aberra
with their progress. Alei and lion is a mental and physical
Adam's (Fawceti, Douglass) su- colossus he is also the perfect
maniac. comperiors decide to assign them the indestructable
first in a line of advanced robots pletely suitable for elements of
(the Demi-God series, no less) suspense and terror.
Hector's first order of business
called Hector.
But. alas, the highly-trained is to eliminate, predictably, his
creator.
Captain Benson, he then
programmer selected for assembling and programming Hector en-slaves Alex and Adam for
goes, literaly. to pieces over the some undisclosed but undoubtdecision of another programmer ably immoral reason.
(who we later learn is a demented
sort who failed to qualify for the
THE FILM'S better qualities
job) to replace him on the
arc some of its special effectsmission.
This perverted programmer, including a trip through Saturn's
we know him as Captain Benson rings. Benson's shuttle approach
(Harvey Kcitel), manages to feu I to the research station, and the
up Hector's personality by inad- interior design of the satellite
vertantly allowing him to absorb base.
Benson's lust for Ale*, as well as
his violent, homicidal tendencies.
By far the best of the three is
(he imaginative and consistent
HECTOR, you see. learns station interior Specifically, the
directly from the personality and use of hydraulics throughout the
physiology of his programmer. production lends itself to a certain
The robot, therefore, sees and amount of authenticity.
The remaining assortment of
fceis exactly as Benson does,
gimmiery: Plane! surfaces, space
which is to say. twisted.

THIS DOES some damage to
the suspenseful elements of the
film, since we are reasonably sure
the humans will outsmart the
manical robot somehow. There
are enough tense moments to
cause some fidgeting. but
director Stanley Donen fails to
fully exploit (hem
The film's major fault is simply
a lack of appropriate timing.
Throughout the film iht- suspense
builds continually, but rarely
leads to satisfying climaxes.
Often, the most terrifying ele
men!, pauses in the action to
intensify the viewers' anxiety, so
well done in Ridley Scott's Alien.
is completely ignored.

Though the performances of
the principles are not noteworthy.
Douglass is at the least, watch
able, and Fawcctt is finally
improving as an actress (she's not
too bad if you don't watch too
close).
SADLY, THE most interestino
face! of the film does little to
advance the adventure. »s Douglass and Fawcctt fans will be
surprised, or perhaps delighted
to discover.
In these interesting moments,
even if only fleetingly. both stars
appear in semi-nude shots. One
would expect more, or maybe
less, from performers of Douglass' and Fawcett's statures.
While Saturni-. an interesting
film, it's more likely that you'll
remember it for Fawcett's bare
chesl, or Douglass' bare bottom,
than for the story itself. Perhaps
wisely so.

Ritter won't use T.V. success as a stepping stone
By V ERNON SCOTT

His decision to remain with
Suzanne Somcrs and Joyce DeHOLLYWOOD UPI - John
Wit! in the weekly half-hour
Ritter moves up but not out of sitcom for the two remaining
ielevision with his starring role in years of his ABC contract is more
"Hero At Large." a new movie in pragmatic than idealistic. Ecowhich he blossoms as a full- nomic considerations are not a
Jlcdged movie star.
factor.
TV made Ritter an instant star,
Movie stars generally earn
and he is intent on sticking with more money than their TV
the tube.
biethren. There is also a peculiar
UNLIKE STEVE McQueen. aura, bordering on reverence,
John Travolta and other TV surrounding big screen stars that
grads. Ritter. who stars in the is absent from the lives of video
"Three's Company" jiggle ser- personalities.
ies, has no intention of deserting
EXAMPLE: Robert Redford vs.
the small screen for full-time Dick Van Patlen.
employment in theattical feaRilter expresses his loyalty to
tures
the tube in simple lerms:

"I ge! my cookies working for
live audiences. Ours is a three
camera show .
"We put on two performances
every week. It's like being on
stage.

RITTER, son of the late country
and western star. Tex Ritter. is a
relaxed, amusing young man
who enjoys his new-found celebrity.
As an actor he is more

concerned with the merit of each
new opportunity than in an
overview of his career.
He says he doesn't take into
consideration whether a role will
'TV p»ge 7)

LET'S _ALL J E t T Kr_AWARK OF RE YE' S SYNDROME

The Flu season, or various symptoms identified as Flu. is upon
us in full force.

The Flu is a viral disease and. as such, warrants

our special attention because a very fatjl children's disease, known
as Reye's (pronounced rise) Syndrome, is associated wi'li viral infections.

Reye's Syndrome, which has a mortality rate of over -'.OZ,

affect!1 children, ani also can follow infection caused by chicken
pox. upper respiratory illness, and other viral infections.
A f t e r the v i r a l i n f e c t i o n seeraingly has run i t s course and t h e
c h i l d appears to have r e c o v e r e d , the f o l l o w i n g syr-.pton*-. should be
t r e a t e d as s e r i o u s , and as the fi,rst i n d i c a t i o n of Reye's Syndrome.
P a r e n t s should wat ch f o r symptoms, in t h e f o l l o w i n g order

Puta
KOOHS;
Th 1111
F & 5 11 12
Sun 12 10

.

.

PERSONALITY CHANGE
(SUCH AS 1 R K H A R I U 1 Y , COMBAT!VENESS)

PAR I
TRAYS
CHEESt
BALLS

DfiJ STYLE SANDWICHES
AllrftkTSAND CKf esfs AVAlUBt t BY THE POUND
" f feature:
M U A V S 5 C S M O M i M A O l F"OTATO C M I W
T O * * Q « * i l CAKf
S O T eatMKS
CAR' OJ C A K t
3 » * McCraigM A n . .
tihui «SSG4
T! •
MKMMOOTI Ohio*5042
»?• u , . ' 0 "
Sprints fa
Ohio 4632;

P h o n o O r s # f i 8 7 8 7273

FREQUENT VOMITING
L1STLESSNESS

DISORIENTATION, CONFUSION
.

DELIRIUM, CONVULSIONS

Early di^vso-.is_pf Rev*;» Syndrom is vita 11;, jmsy.rr.mt if
treat cent is to be successful . The disease was considered to i>^
rare in y;«rs past, but the incidence seetas to be increasing.
Kurt hi i' i n f o r m a t i o n about R . y e ' s Syndi oae can be o b t a i n e d by
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News Shorts
FRIDAY

MONDAY

Attention l i b e r a l A i t u Students
Budget cuts a r t inevitable in
our colc^c Faculty positions will

Bolinga Center l-ecture
f'honv magazine Senior Editor
Lerone Bennett. Jr.. will speak at
8 p . m on Monday. March 3 at the
W S l ' School of Medicine Auditorium. Sponsored by the WSU
Bolinga Black Cultural Resources
Center, the lecture is free and
open to the public. For more
information, call the Bolinga
Center at 873-2086.

be eliminated. Please Join your
fellow students at the Liberal Arts
Sub-caucus meetings Fridays at 4
p.m. in 033 DC. We need
representatives from each department in our college in order t o
investigate how our programs w ill
be affected by impending faculty
cuts. We must act now to be
effective! If you w ant to represent
your department, call 873-2098
and leave » message for Kimberly
or put a note in Allvn Hall
mailbox Oft".
P O P .Night
U t ' B presents P.O.P. night on
Fri,. Feb. 29 from 9 -I in the
Univerity ("enter Cafeteria. Featured will be the band " D u s t y . "
Beer >• ill be 2S cents

WEEKEND
Phi Delta Kappa Symposium
"Television's Impact on Edu•ition and Society" will he '.he
opn when area newcasters and
ouritalists meet to present a
*\niposium at the WSU Univer>u\ t enter from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
m Satordav. Murch I Sponsored
u W S l \ chapter of Phi Delta
l a p p a , tickets arc
lor the
j e n i ral public and V for chapter
lienihers For information and
ickcts. call 8^3-3086.

School of Nursing Lecture
The W S l ' School of Nursing
will present Barbara Banik and
Austin Peas Unversity speaking
on " E n v i r o n m e n t a l Challenge:
Nurses and the Older S'crson."
from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday
March I in room 112 Oelman
Hall, on the WSl) main carmpus.
This lecture is free and open to
the public. Further information is.
available by calling 873-3133.

Work-Study Employ ment
W e would like to emphasize
that those students who are
interested in Summer College
Work-Study employment must
submit their 1480-81 Financial
A i d Form(FAF) to the College
Scholarship Service no later
(han March 3, |980.

TUESDAY
Frre Dental Sciccning
A denial screening will be
pro\ick'd IO siudenls. faculty and
stall free of charge in Student
Health Services. 0f>8 Allyn. on
Tuesday. March 4 from
5:00. "Ibis program is sponsored
by Student Health Services in
cooperation * i t h the
Davtcm
Dental SIKICIN.

THURSDAY
Pre-Business
A pre-busincss workshop for
prospective r-'ntrepreneurs will
be coi.dticted Thurs.. March 6 at
ihe University of Dayton.
Topics « i l l include: Marketing
Your Ne» Business: Financial
Factors: Business Records; Takes
and Regulations; Insurance Con
sidersiiop; and sources of Capital.
There is a $5 conference fee.
For registration and additional
information contact Nanine Mitc h e l l Conference Coordinator, at
229-3115.

COMING UP
M u c h Ado Retue
Talent entry blanks are available in the Information Center.
Office os Student Development,
and the Activities Office for the
Much Ado
Revue scheduled
Thurs.. May I in the Cafeteria of
the University Center. Talent
entry blanks must be returned to
Student Development 1122 Allvn)
bv A p r i l 1. 1980 at 5 p.m.
Talent auditions will be held
April 8.9. and 10.

National Wheelchair
Basketball Tourney
Wright State University w i l l
host the National Intercollegiate
Wheelchair Basketball Tourna
ment on the weekend of March 14
and 15. Open to the public,
matches will be at 11 a.m. and I
p.m. each dav. in the WSU
Physical
Education
Building.
There w i l l be a SI per day
admission charge. Accommodations for large groups arc available. For more information, call
head coach Willie Gayle at
873-2773.
Early Music Center
I h e Early Music Center,
established in March with a
seed money grant from the
Yellow Springs Village Council. has now completed t w o
terms of instruction
The Center has introduced
over twenty people to the joys
of playing recorder, krtimmhorn. viola de g,amba. and
harpsichord, both alone in
small ensembles colleagues.
The staff members, all of
whom have advanced degrees
in music, also teach basic
sight-singing.
a
madrigal
group, and a class in " I n t r o duction to the Harpsichord "
Scholarship aid is available,
based on need. Any interested
recder is invited to telephone
767-8181 for further information.

W r i t e r " . Workshop
Sinclair Community College's
thirteenth
annual
W r i t e r ' s Workshop w i l l be
held March 6th and 7th. 1980.
March 6th in Blair Hall
Theatre at 7:30 p.m. novelist
and short story writer. Ann
Bcattic. a frequent contributor
to the New Yorker magazine,
will be the guest speaker. The
f i l m " H e a d Over H e e l s . "
based on Ms. Beattie's novel
Chilly Scenes of Winter",
will be continously shown
March 5th and 7th. She is also
Ihe author of "Distortions"
and "Secrets and Surprises".
t w o collections of short stories.
On March 7th the workshops will be conducted by
Suzanne Clauser. TV and f i l m
script writer: Dennis Hcrisley,
magazine free lance w r i t e r ;
Caroline Richards, novelist;
Sandra Love, children's literature writer; and James Geibel.
young adult fiction writer.
Contact Gary Mitchner at
226-2594 or 299-1663 for registration information.
University Commencement
C ommlttee
Help us serve you! The University Commencement Committee
wants to determine what students
want concerning commencement
ceremonies. We make recommendations to President Kegerreis. Please let us know what you
want by f i l l i n g out the surveys
that " i l l be available March 25 in
ihe Student Government o f f i c e s 191 Allvn and 033 University
Center.

Aldredge Scholarship
A $1,000 cash prize and an
opportunity to perform with
the Chautaugua Symphony
Orchestra are being offered in
the 1980 Aldredge Piano Scholarship competition at Chautaugua Institution.
The national scholarship is
oy»en to pianists, ages 17-27,
for seven weeks o f study this
summer at Chauiaugua's music school.

Selection o f the award recipient w i l l be made on the basis
of audition tapes and recommendations submitted
to
Chautaugua by Tuesday, A p r i l
I. Further information may be
obtained by w r i t i n g the School
Office. bo« 28. Chautaugua
Institution. Chautaugua, N . Y .
14722.

Work Abroad Program
Now, more than ever before,
students can reduce the cost of a
t r i p abroad by l i v i n g and w o r k i n g
i', another country. This s u m m e r ,
hundreds o f U.S. students w i l l
f i n d jobs in F/ance. Ireland, Great
Britain and New Zealand t h r o u g h
the W O R K A B R O A D program
sponsored by the Council o n
International
Educational
Exchange (C1EE). In its tenth year
of operation, the program cuts
through the red tape that student
when they want to work overseas.
Participants must find their
own jobs, but they receive help
from cooperating student organizations in each country. In France
and New Zealand, they may work
during the summer; in Britain
and Ireland, they may work at any
time of the year for up to si*
monts and four months respectively. The jobs are usually
unskilled - in factories, department stores, hotels, etc. - but
they pay enough to cover the cost
of room and board. A typical job
m i g h t be that of a chambermaid
or porter in a hotel in London's
West End. Last summer, one
enterprising student found work
as A wool presser on a New
Zealand sheep farm. '
Students must be at least 18
years oid and able to prove '.heir
student status. To work
in
France, they must be able to
speak French. For more information and application forms, contact CIEE. Dept. P R - W A . 205
East 42nd Street. New York, NY
10017; or 312 Sutter Street. San
Francsco, CA 94108,
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Representatives will establish legal service plan
COLUMBUS UPI - The Ohio
House of Representatives Wednesday passed legislation permitting sute-supported colleges
and universities to establish
group legal services plans, paid
for by participating students.
The bill, cleared on a 78-13
vote, was sent immediately to the
Senate for further consideration.

THE AIM of the legislation,
according to Rep. Michael P.
Stinziano. D-Columbus. the chief
sponsor, is to furnish legal
services at reasonable cost for
students.
The plan is available a' universities in a number of other states,
said Stinziano. adding he got the
bill through the legislature two

sessions ago only to see it vetoed
by Gov. James A. Rhodes.
"This bill meets most of his
objections," said the lawmaker.
THE LEGAL services available
under the group plan would have
to be reasonably related to
student welfare, serve a public
purpose or contribute to student
education.

TV helps keep Ritter's mind
active and alive
|continued from page 5!
influence his future so much as
whether it will satisfy his desire to
play it well.
"IT REALLY doesn't matter
whether 1 work in a series, a TV
movie or a feature film." he said.
"I got as much fulfillment as an
actor from the TV film 'New
Season' as I ("M from 'Hero At
large.'
"I'm not really movt«. -riented
It's a director's medium, and 1
don't like all the waiting around.
"In oui series I'm a participant
in almost everything that goes on.
We do things quickly and with a
lot of enthusiasm.
"I HAVE to stay active, keep
mv mind alive and have some-

thing to offer. That's one thing I
really like about TV.
"Then there's the impact of TV
compared Vo movies. TV's tremendous. an absolute reflection
of our culture - the best and the
worst. You get the entire spectrum of American life.
"Public response is another
element of the tube that eicites
me. More than 30 million people
saw me in the TV movie 'Leave
Yesterday Behind.' Not that
many people would see me in the
theatre if I played it for 50 years.
"TV IS an electronic explosion,
and I want to be a part of it. I'm
still a baby in this business but I
respect its power.
"Being a celebrity is ftin. But it
can tear you apart if you begin to
lake it seriously. It can even tear

you apart if you don't.
"While we were shooting
H-ro At Large' in Brooklyn I had
to wear this crazy costume, a sort
of combination of Superman and
Captain Marvel - yellow boots,
red and blue striped shorts and a
red and gold cape.

The plan would not pay for
legal action against a college or
state official or another student.
Rep. Larry W. Manahan, R-Defiance. one of the opponents, said
that while the service is going to

be ottered on a voluntary basis,
"within five years eight out of 10
students will have it. and they
won't even know they're paying
for it."

Faculty confrontation likely
[continued from page 1\
the committee prepared it s turnThe Board has yet to comment
ings. However, just who wili have on the issue of suspension of
the final say on the suspension of action, and Sayer suggested this
action has become a question.
could create the potential for a
MURRAY, ALONG with Vice- "confrontation between the
President for Health Affairs John Board and the faculty members."
Beljan. has speculated that the
"We have heard no indications
decision will be left to the Board from the Board on this issue."
ot i rustees. sayer also expressed said Sayer. "It seems that this
his feeling that the Board will decision will be left up to them,
have the final say.
yet they haven't discussed it.

"Not too long ago
I was speechless.
Now I'm teaching
Ben how to talk'.'

"THE CROWDS recognized
me and chased me through the
streets from my dressing room to
the set!
"Then they'd rock the dressing
room until I was bouncing off the
walls. They just wanted me to
come out and say hello.
"Thanks to TV and the weekly
series, they all figured I was a
pal. I come into their houses
every week, right? So they
wanted to pay me a visit in
return."

The Daily Guardian is now in
need of a limited number of
reporters. The reporter must
be available lor approximately
15 hours of work a week.
Some reporting experience
appreciated, but not necessary
Writing experience a must.
APPLY IN PERSON 046 UC
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Don Stevenson had cancer of
the larynx (voice box). He's now
cured and talking again. And
helping other people who had the
same cancer learn how to talk
again.
Cancer of the larynx is one of
the most treatable cancers. 9 out of
10 patients are curable, if
discovered in time. And of those
nine, two-thirds are successful in
learning to speak again, thanks to a
very special American Cancer
Society program—one of many
rehabilitation programs we have to
help cancer patients.
The key words are "if
discovered in time." Early
detection and prompt treatment
can save your life and your voice.
Only you have a voice in the matter.

American Cancer Society ¥.
2000000people fighting canter.
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Ties assist record

Wilson makes regular season finale a memorable one
By BOB CANADY
Guardian Sporta Editor
Saturday night's game with
Southern HltnoU-Edwardsville
marked the final regular season
home appearance for three seniors: Joe Fiupatrick, Stive Hartings. and Bill Wilson. All three
seniors were honored at halttiroe.
however, the night belonged to
Bil! Wilson.
Before the game was three
minutes old, Wilson scored his
fifth point of the game, the one
thousandth point of his career.
THE POINT came on a free
throw. The announcement was
made over the PA system, and
Wilson recieved a long standing
ovation from the crowd of 2.400.
Wilson's teammates all congratulated him as he acknowledged
the crowd's cheers.
He was not done for the night.
After receiving his award at
halftone, Wilson started handing
out assist left and right in the
second half. With eight minutes
left in the game he had amassed
10.
The total equaled the school
record for assist in a single game
held by three former Raiders and
Wilson himself. Tiiis was the
third time he had reached the
mark. The two prior times, he had
ones last year and earlier this

year, he was taken out of the
game.
THIS TIME, after a short
breather, he played the rest of
the game. However, coach Ralph
Underbill had the Raiders in a
delay game the final five minutes
of the game. But with about two
minutes left he found Steve
Hartings underneath for a lay-up.
Wilson cringed as the shot just
rolled off the rim. With just :18
remaining in the game. Underbill
sent Keith Miller into the game
for Wilson. Underhill changed his
mind when he became aware
Wilson had tied the record.
"1 just looked at him, and gave
him my disgusted look," said
Wilson. "He looked at me like he
was wondering what was wrong.
Coach Brown told him 1 only
needed one more assist, and he
told me to go in for Eddie."

WHEN WILSON tried to get

bfck in the game after Roman
Welch had taken a free throw
attempt the referees wouldn't let
him on the court. So he had to sit
out until the ball hai! been put in
play.
Mille: fouled one of the Cougars on the inbounds play with
one second elapsed. Wilson,
Pickering, Hartings. Bragg, and
Welch all discussed the situation
for a few seconds on the deadball.
"They were all saying 'give it

Sports
to mt. I'll score.'" said Wilson.
"They all wanted it.
"THEY AM wanted to help me
out. that'-, why I love everybody
on this team; we are all real close
and want to help each other out as
much as possible."
The Raiders brought the ball up
court with the final possession,
and with eight seconds left
Wilson drove the lane and dished
off to Pickering for a lay-up.
However, fate was against
Wilson. Pickering put the ball up
softly off the backboard, and it
looked like a sure basket. It just
rollid off and Welch tipped it in.
no assist given.
"I WOULD give up 10 of my
points tonight just to have that
last basket for Billy." said
Pickering. "I've replayed it in my
head, and if I had it to do over
again. I would have dunked it. 1
was that close."
"1 was just standing there
watching it." said Wilson. "I
wanted to blow it in." The 10

assist also left Wilson one short or
the record for assist in a season
(121).
Although both are records
Wilson *ants the single game
record much more than the
season record.
"I'VE BEEN trying for three
years to get that game record,"
said Wilson. "I've felt all along
with any substantial amount of
playing time 1 would break the
season record.
"Because, you look at Magic
Johnson last year and he had 300
assist. The single game record
shows you are giving up the ball,
and not necessarily looking to
shoot."
Perhaps what cost Wilson the
record wasn't the missed shots by
Pickering and Hartings, but
Mailing's sense of humor.
"I DIDN'T know until 45
seconds were left in the game that
I only needed one assist." said
Wilson. "Snake had told me. with
about four minutes left, that I

only needed one more, but I
though, he was kidding.
"He is always joking out there,
trying to break the tension when
we are in a tight game."
Wilson said he didn't even
realize he was close to the record.
"SOMETIMES I think I had
maybe seven or eight, then I look
at the stat sheet and see l only
had four. So it varies. Sometimes
I think I have more than I do, and
sometimes I have more than I
thought I did." he explained.
Wilson became the seventh
player in WSU history to score
1.000 points. He should have
move into the number six spot on
the all-time scoring list in Monday night's game in St. Louis
"The 1.000 points is nice, but
then I remember I was playing
last year when Bob Schaefer
scored his two thousandth point."
remarked Wilson. "1 really see
what it took for him to accomplish
that."
HOWEVER, it should be noted
that this is Wilson's first full year
of starting while Schaefer started
all four years.
Wilsor. still hopes of breaking
the single game assist record.
"I still have time," said
Wilson. "It's running down on
me. but 1 still have a few games to
go j e t . Yeah, that would have
been the cap for a perfect
evening."

Underhil! says crowd could be deciding factor in tourney
By CHUCK ARBAUGH
Guardian Sports Writer
"All four teams in the toj.f.sment have 20 wins or more this
season. Eastern Illinois is an
improved ball club, and .••ally
anybody could win this thing."

INTERNATIONAL

TOURNAMENT action gets
under way at 7 p.m. Friday
evening, when Northern Michigan taKis on Indiana State-Evansville.

CAREER?

Bekp >*at*4 apply now 24
openings W.!0 -»1!.S0 per
hour on th* t v r i f j c Flexible
bourv Celt 135-8396 between
12:00 aooo and 3:00 p.m.
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will be on the csmpv*
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 2 8 , 1 9 8 0
to discuss quelifnations fo»
advanced study a*
AMCKICAN
3RA0UATO SCHOOL
»nd job opportunities
in 'be field of

"EASTERN Illinois boasts a
balanced scoring attack, and they
are tall tn the front line," said
Underhill. "We'll have to hold
our own against them under the
boards because they have an
excellent rebounding te»pj."
Underhill plans no c.Swiges

two bedroom townhouses-$200-$245
1,2,3 bedroom flats-$160-$290
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TfcuMierbird Campu»
Olendale. Ariteni 85 306

Northern Michigan. 22-5 on the
season, is ranked eighth in
Division 11 basketball. Northern
has had two one-point victories
over Eastern Illinois this season.
Indiana State-Edwardsville. although unranked. is a highly
regarded club with a record of
20-7.
At 9 p.m.. Wright State will
take on 21-6 Eastern Illinois
currently ranked eleventh in
NCAA Division II.

Country Style Living^
for the Serious Student

INTItNATfOfUil MANAOtMINT
Interviews may be

said Coach Ralph Underhill.
The upcoming Grcai Lakes
Regional Tournament is indeed a
balanced one. Three of the four
teams involved are ranked in the
top 15 in the latest NCAA
Division II poll: Wright State,
Northern Michigan and Eastern
Illinois.
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? m a i n t e n a n c e ^ sight security,private
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3201 Valerie Arms 274-6344
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when looking ahead to playing in
the tournament.
"Our press is going to have to
be toutjih." he said, "and I'm
hoping that the crowd will ignite
us when we press. We'll be
starting our same five guys,
because we want to stay with
what got us our 24 wins this year.
WRIGHT STATE split two
contest with Eastern Illinois last
season. Eastern, appearing in
their sixth straight NCAA tournament. has a balanced scoring
attack, topped by Craig DeWitt

and Dennis Mumford at 13.1
points per game each.
If WSU is successful Friday
night they will play the winner of
this Northern Michigan-Indiana
State-Fdwardsville game 9 p.m.
Saturday.
Underhill . also stressed the
importance of a good "sixth
man" in Friday night's action.
"We need student support, being
in a tough regional tournament
like this. Our crowds have been
great all year, and the sixth man
could just be the cro*d in this
tournament."

rieip cure
cancer
write now.

